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ESTABLISHING AND DEVELOPING CRIMINAL LIABILITY FOR 

CRIMES AGAINST VOTING RIGHTS 

 

The study analyzes the historical stages of development of the institution of 

electoral rights. Attention is paid to such historical and legal phenomenon as viche 

(people's assembly) - historical form of decision of many public affairs in Kyivska Rus. 

Based on historical documents, proved that during the period of Kievan Rus its sights, 

although not directly used the words "elections", " electoral law", did not disclose their 

content, still forming an idea about the electoral rights and making the first regulatory 

attempts to protect them. The stage of Polish-Lithuanian period, when Ukrainian lands 

were part of neighboring countries, was analyzed separately. According to the 

Sudebnik (Lawyer) 1497, the instigators of the riots - "kramolniki" - were defined as 

"swindlers" and "robbers". 

According to the Cossack law, there is no separate liability for violations of the 

norms of election, but for minor offenses there was a restriction of certain rights, in 

particular, a ban on holding elective Kozak positions. And among the war crimes were 

such as evasion from the position on which the society chose the Kozak. It is proved 



that the legal norms, which were directly aimed at the protection of electoral rights, in 

the Cossack law there are no simultaneous elections during the legal system of 

Hetmanshchyna as the main legitimizing institution. 

For the first time, criminal law provisions establishing criminal liability for acts 

that infringe on electoral legal relations and voting rights appeared in the Ulozhenie on 

penalties in 1845. A significant historical step in this period is the formation of norms 

concerning electoral rights and freedoms. First and foremost, these were peasant, 

zemstvo, urban, judicial, military and other reforms in the Russian Empire in the 60-

70s of the 19th century, of which Ukraine was a part. They brought personal freedom 

to former serfs, as well as their legal capacity, through the lands and city councils laid 

the foundation for local self-government, initiated a number of democratic changes in 

the implementation of justice, presented the role of the individual in many areas of state 

and public life. Electoral rights as an institution of state law existed also in the pre-

Soviet period, however, responsibility for their violation was established. 

During the Soviet era, the penalty of "loss of rights" is defined as deprivation by 

the legislature of the right to vote, for a term not exceeding five years, to vote actively 

and passively; to vote actively and passively in professional and other organizations; 

to hold responsible positions; and to serve as assessors of the people's court, defense 

counsel, guardian or custodian. 

At the time of independence, in 1993, the Criminal Code (CC) of Ukraine for 

the first time had a provision that protected referendum rights and legal relations (the 

CC was supplemented by article 129-1 "Violation of legislation on referendum"). In 

1999 it was added to the Criminal Code of Ukraine for the first time. The mentioned 

chapter of the CC was named "Crimes against electoral, labor and other personal rights 

of a citizen". 

Currently, for the purpose of codification of electoral legislation and 

establishment of transparent, accessible and understandable rules for all participants in 

the electoral process, as well as to prevent misuse of administrative resources, the 

impossibility of bribing members of election commissions and voters and other 

violations that are usually observed during elections, the Electoral Code of Ukraine 

was adopted. 
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